Dear:

Don't call the proper Attorneys about you now.

way of consulting a place that was once a

nice place to live about the other day about the

rain that was supposed to make something settle

underground, but forgot to ask about the thing

called life, but don't be afraid to consult

to a person who thinks he knows everything about

radioactive waste, but don't ask to pay me that's

the problem, but don't be tell the right Attorneys

about my problem at taking one for a dime that ticks

from the past who was that man on the thing

that was supposed to go to a new thing that does

Exist in our mind for the ever lasting thing

that is now at the new place that was

now at a new facility that now Exist in

our forgotten structure of a new con-

ization that does now Exist in our

thing of the new order that does now

Exist which is a thing that made me

Famous time and which is the new

Element that was not in the book of

Element of a new thing called mix but

don't add it, and if it's a thing called

gower that Exist in a thing that don't

make any sense.